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• definition of height elements
for each drop: drop loop
• sedimentation velocity
• update position
• coalescence between drops
• coalescence with interface
for each height element:
• new hold-up
• new average drop size
• update close-packed zone
• detect settling time
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drop diameter in mm
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drop
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single-drop sedimentation
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7free volume after Boublik and Mansoori
contact probability of two drops in polydisperse dispersion
with
compare: dimensionless density after Carnahan & Starling
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pnon−coal,Δt = exp − Δttcoalescence
pcoal = 1− exp − tcontacttcoalescence







pnon−coal,nΔt = exp − nΔttcoalescence
coalescence model: contact time
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 assumptions:
 drops follow 
contour during the 
sedimentation
 detachment angle = 
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status of the model validation











drop diameter in mm



























































lag time & system-typical effective diameter
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average starting drop diameter:
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conclusions
 drop-based model  detailed results
 high-holdup flow  densely-packed zone
 sedimentation coalescence
 lag time
 system-typical effective diameter
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